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Abstract—Corporate credit rating prediction using statistical and artificial intelligence (AI) techniques has been one of the attractive research topics in the literature. In recent years, multiclass classification models such as artificial neural network (ANN) or multiclass support vector machine (MSVM) have become a very appealing machine learning approaches due to their good performance. However, most of them have only focused on classifying samples into nominal categories, thus the unique characteristic of the credit rating - ordinality - has been seldom considered in their approaches. This study proposes new types of ANN and MSVM classifiers, which are named OMANN and OMSVM respectively. OMANN and OMSVM are designed to extend binary ANN or SVM classifiers by applying ordinal pairwise partitioning (OPP) strategy. These models can handle ordinal multiple classes efficiently and effectively. To validate the usefulness of these two models, we applied them to the real-world bond rating case. We compared the results of our models to those of conventional approaches. The experimental results showed that our proposed models improve classification accuracy in comparison to typical multiclass classification techniques with the reduced computation resource.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Corporate credit ratings are very important element in the market for corporate debt. Information concerning corporate operations is often disseminated to market participants through the changes in credit ratings published by professional rating agencies such as Standard & Poor’s (S&P) and Moody’s Investor Service. Since these agencies generally require a large amount of fee for the service, and the ratings provided periodically do sometimes not reflect the default risk of the company in time, it may be advantageous to the bond market participants to be able to classify credit ratings before the ratings are published by the agencies. As a result, it is very important for companies (especially, financial companies) to develop a proper model for credit rating [1].

From the perspective of the technical aspects, the credit rating is a typical multiclass classification problem because the rating agencies have ten or more categories of ratings. The professional rating agencies emphasize the importance of analysts’ subject judgment in determining credit ratings. However, in practice, a mathematical model using financial variables of companies plays an important role in determining credit ratings since it is convenient to apply, and requires less time and cost.

As tools for credit ratings prediction, several statistical and artificial intelligence (AI) techniques have been applied. Among them, artificial neural network (ANN) has been widely used in the area of finance because of their broad applicability to many business problems and preeminent learning ability. Recently, support vector machine (SVM) also becomes popular as a solution for prediction problems because of their robustness and high accuracy. But, SVMs were originally devised for binary classification, so it doesn’t fit exactly to multiclass classification just like credit rating [2]. Thus, researchers have tried to extend it to multiclass classification. As a result, various approaches of multiclass SVM (MSVM) are proposed up to now.

However, typical ANN and MSVM have focused on classifying samples into nominal categories [3-8]. Even the prior studies applied ANNs or MSVMs to credit rating also applied the typical models that were not designed to reflect the ordinal characteristic of this domain [1,9-11]. In this study, we propose a novel approach for multiclass classification, which takes ordinal characteristics into account in order to handle ordinal multiple classes efficiently and effectively. Our models basically combine several binary ANN or SVM classifiers. However, they are different from traditional approaches since they are designed to extend binary classifiers using ordinal pairwise partitioning (OPP) approach [12]. The application of OPP makes them use less classifier, but may predict more accurately because they exploit additional hidden information, the order of the classes. To empirically validate the usefulness of our models, we apply them to a real-world bond rating case. We compared the results of the models to those of traditional ANN and MSVM approaches.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Artificial neural network

ANN is a computing technology that captures the salient fundamental features of the inputs and recognizes the pattern in the data. The ANN model can discover previously unknown or complex nonlinear relationships in certain data. The ANN model shares the human brain’s capacity to learn from a repeated number of inputs, by adjusting the weights that are assigned to the neurons. Through such training, the ANN model can be utilized for both binary and multiclass classification tasks, such as exchange rate or stock price direction prediction,
credit rating, churn prediction and even box office success predictions [13].

B. Multiclass support vector machine

Conventional SVMs were originally designed for binary classification, which has only one classifier. Thus, in order to perform multi-class classification, conventional SVMs should be modified, and the topics for extending conventional SVMs to MSVMs are still ongoing research issues. In recent five years, a variety of techniques for implementing MSVMs have been proposed. In general, there are two approaches for the extension of SVMs to multiclass problems. The first approach is to decompose the multiclass problems in several binary subproblems. In this approach, MSVMs can be implemented by constructing and combining several binary SVM classifiers. The second approach is directly considering all data in one optimization formulation. In this case, the modification of the conventional training algorithm of SVMs is required. There are different kinds of techniques in each approach [14,15].

In general, there are three popular algorithms for constructing and combining several binary SVM classifiers. The first algorithm is One-Against-All. This is conceptually the simplest multiclass method. This method constructs $k$ binary SVM classifiers for $k$-class classification: class 1 (positive) versus all other classes (negative), class 2 versus all other classes, … , class $k$ versus all other classes. The second algorithm is One-Against-One. In this method, the model constructs binary SVM classifiers for all pairs of classes; in total there are $\binom{C_2}{k}$ pairs. It means, for every pair of classes, a binary SVM classifier is constructed by solving the underlying optimization problem to maximize the margin between two classes. The decision function assigns an instance to a class which has the largest number of votes, so-called Max Wins (same as vote count, or winner-takes-all) strategy [16,17]. The third algorithm is the directed acyclic graph SVM (DAGSVM). The training phase of this algorithm is similar to the One-Against-One method using multiple binary classifiers; however DAGSVM uses graph-visiting strategy for testing. The testing phase of DAGSVM requires construction of a rooted binary decision directed acyclic graph (DDAG) using classifiers. Each node of this graph is a binary SVM for a pair of classes, say $(p, q)$. On the topologically lowest level, there are $k$ leaves corresponding to $k$ classification decisions. Every non-leaf node $(p, q)$ has two edges – the left edge corresponds to decision “not $p$” and the right one corresponds to “not $q$”. The choice of the class order in the DDAG list can be arbitrary as shown empirically in [4].

As the algorithms for directly considering all data at once, the method by Weston and Watkins, and the method by Crammer and Singer are generally used. These algorithms may be interpreted as a natural extension of the binary SVM classification problem. Here, in the $k$-class case, one has to solve single quadratic optimization problem of size $(k-1)ln$ which is identical to a binary SVM for the case of $k=2$ [18]. In a slightly different formulation of QP problem, a bounded formulation, decomposition technique can provide a significant speed-up in the solution of the optimization problem [5,19].

The method by Crammer and Singer is similar to the method by Weston and Watkins, however, it uses less slack variables in the constraints of the optimization problem [3].

Among these five MSVM algorithms, One-Against-One is used most popularly because it’s the simplest, but its prediction performance is generally good [9].

C. Credit rating using artificial intelligence techniques

Substantial studies on bond rating prediction using data mining techniques can be found in the literature. These studies can be categorized into three stages. The early days of these studies mainly focused on applicability of statistical techniques such as multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) and logistic regression analysis (LogR). The second stage of the research is application of typical artificial intelligence techniques such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) and case-based reasoning (CBR). Backpropagation neural networks, (BPNs), a kind of ANNs, had been applied most popularly in this stage. However, they suffer from difficulty in selecting a large number of controlling parameters which include relevant input variables, hidden layer size, learning rate, and momentum term. In addition, they require a large amount of data for training model due to degree of freedom constraint. To overcome these limitations, recent studies try to apply MSVMs to credit rating.

The study by Huang et al. [9] is the pioneer of the studies that adopted MSVMs for building prediction model of credit rating. They experimented various techniques of MSVMs including One-Against-One and the method by Crammer and Singer. They also experimented with the different parameters in order to find optimal MSVM model. Finally, they selected the method by Crammer and Singer using a RBF kernel function. They found that this MSVM model outperformed not only BPNs, but also LogR in the prediction of Taiwan and US bond rating.

Cao et al. [1] applied One-Against-All, One-Against-One, and DAGSVM to the prediction of S&P’s bond ratings. For the kernel function, Gaussian RBF is applied and the optimal kernel parameters were investigated by grid search strategy. As a result, they found that DAGSVM showed the best performance among them, and all kinds of MSVM approaches outperformed other comparative multi-class classification technique including LogR, ordered probit regression (OPR) and BPNs.

Chen and Shih [10] adopted One-Against-One approach to build the automatic classification model for issuer credit ratings in Taiwan. Similar to the study by Cao et al. [1], they also adopted Gaussian RBF kernel function and the grid search strategy for searching optimal parameters. They found that MSVM model was superior to BPN and LogR models with the statistical significance.

The study by Lee [11] applied the same approach with Chen and Shih [10] for building a corporate credit rating prediction model for Korean companies. He also adopted Gaussian RBF kernel function and the grid search strategy. The experimental results showed that MSVM model significantly outperformed BPNs, MDA and CBR.
III. ORDINAL MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION MODELS

Up to now, the multiclass classification techniques applied in corporate credit ratings are mostly designed for the multiclass classification problems whose classes are nominal or categorical, not ordinal. However, a proper modification of the conventional multiclass classification techniques by considering ordinality may improve the performance because of information gain effects.

For this motivation, we propose new types of ANN and MSVM models that are optimized for ordinal multiclass classification problems just like credit rating. Our approaches, named OMMANN(Ordinal Multiclass ANN) and OMSVM (Ordinal Multiclass SVM), are hybrid algorithms that apply the concept of ordinal pairwise partitioning (OPP) technique to typical ANN and MSVM.

OPP is the approach that is designed to enhance the performance of artificial neural networks model for ordinal multiclass classification, proposed by Kwon et al. [12]. The authors noticed that ANNs that are designed to predict multiclass classification problems generally show worse performance than combining several binary ANN classifiers. Thus, they proposed a new method called OPP to combine several binary ANN classifiers considering the order.

Thus, in this study, we suggest ordinal pairwise partitioning (OPP) approach as a tool for upgrading conventional ANN as well as MSVM models in order to deal with ordinal classes wisely. The OPP approach partitions the data set into subdata sets with reduced classes in the ordinal and pairwise manner according to the output classes. As shown in Table I, there are four types of OMMANNs and OMSVMs according to the partitioning methods and the fusing methods.

For the partitioning method, there are One-Against-TheNext and One-Against-Followers approaches. One-Against-TheNext method is similar to One-Against-One, however, it’s much more efficient. In the case of One-Against-One, all the classifiers for each pair of classes should be developed. But, in One-Against-TheNext, the binary classifiers for the pairs \((i, i+1)\) are constructed where \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, k-1\) and \(k\) is the total number of classes. Consequently, One-Against-TheNext only constructs \(k-1\) binary classifiers where there are \(k\) classes.

Contrast to One-Against-TheNext, One-Against-Followers is similar to One-Against-All. But, it is also a little bit more efficient than One-Against-All. In the case of One-Against-Followers, the binary classifiers for the pairs \((i, j)\) are constructed where \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, k-1\), \(j \in \cup_{m=1}^{\infty} m\), and \(k\) is the total number of classes. As a result, One-Against-Followers also only constructs \(k-1\) binary classifiers, although One-Against-All constructs \(k\) classifiers where there are \(k\) classes.

Regarding fusing methods, there are forward and backward methods, which implies the reasoning direction. The forward method fuses the binary classifiers in forward direction – that is, it determines the highest level of classes first, and the lowest level last. By contrast, the backward one combines the binary classifiers in reverse direction. Thus, it determines the lowest level of classes first, and the highest level last. The process of OMMANN or OMSVM consists of two phases – (1) preparation, and (2) interpretation phase. In preparation phase, the proposed models construct individual binary classifiers using training data set. In detail, it first divides the whole training data set into \(k-1\) groups according to the partitioning method. Then, it trains \(k-1\) binary ANN or SVM models with each of the divided data sets above. For example, when using One-Against-TheNext approach, the first phase of OMMANN or OMSVM produces three binary classification models – Model 1 for the pair of classes (1, 2), Model 2 for the pair of classes (2, 3), and Model 3 for the pair of classes (3, 4) – for 4-level classification problems.

In interpretation phase, our proposed models determine the class for the input data using the binary classifiers built in the first phase. To do this, it fuses the binary classifiers in the forward direction or backward direction. In the case of above example, the forward method begins with Model 1. If a test data is put into class 1 by Model 1, it is called class 1. Otherwise, the test data is passed on to Model 2. If it is put into class 2 by Model 2, then it is called class 2. Otherwise, Model 3 applies. In Model 3, the test data is finally classified as either class 3 or class 4. Using the same reasoning, the backward method starts with Model 3. That is, if test data is put into class 4, we regard it as class 4. Otherwise, the test data is passed on to the next ANN or SVM model. The remaining procedure is the same as in the forward method but in the reverse order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partitioning Method</th>
<th>One-Against-TheNext</th>
<th>One-Against-Followers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trains the following classifiers: (1vs2), (1vs3), (1vs4)</td>
<td>Trains the following classifiers: (1vs2, 3, 4)</td>
<td>Trains the following classifiers: (1vs2, 3vs4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Apply the classifier (1vs2) → Determine the class 1</td>
<td>1) Apply the classifier (1vs2, 3, 4) → Determine the class 1</td>
<td>1) Apply the classifier (1vs2, 3, 4) → Determine the class 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Apply the classifier (2vs3) → Determine the class 2</td>
<td>2) Apply the classifier (2vs3, 4)</td>
<td>2) Apply the classifier (2vs3, 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Apply the classifier (3vs4) → Determine the class 3</td>
<td>3) Apply the classifier (3vs4)</td>
<td>3) Apply the classifier (3vs4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and 4</td>
<td>and 4</td>
<td>and 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fusing Method</th>
<th>One-Against-TheNext</th>
<th>One-Against-Followers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trains the following classifiers: (1vs2), (1vs3), (1vs4)</td>
<td>Trains the following classifiers: (1vs2, 3, 4)</td>
<td>Trains the following classifiers: (1vs2, 3, 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Apply the classifier (1vs2) → Determine the class 1 and 2</td>
<td>1) Apply the classifier (1vs2, 3, 4)</td>
<td>1) Apply the classifier (1vs2, 3, 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Apply the classifier (2vs3) → Determine the class 3</td>
<td>2) Apply the classifier (2vs3, 4)</td>
<td>2) Apply the classifier (2vs3, 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Apply the classifier (3vs4) → Determine the class 1 and 2</td>
<td>3) Apply the classifier (3vs4)</td>
<td>3) Apply the classifier (3vs4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

To validate our models, we applied them to the real world credit rating case in South Korea. Our application is bond rating, which is the most frequently studied credit rating area for specific debt issues or other financial obligations. The research data was collected from National Information and Credit Evaluation, Inc., a major bond rating company in South Korea. We obtained the bond rating results for the year 2002 and various financial variables from 1,295 companies in manufacturing industry in Korea. In Korean bond rating market, bond ratings are divided into 5 classes, A1, A2, A3, B and C. But, we adjust our data to 4 classes by combining B and C ratings into one group because their numbers of samples were so small, and these ratings are usually treated same as just junk bonds in the market.

Original data consisted of 39 financial ratio variables that were known to the features affecting bond rating in previous literatures. Among them, we selected 36 variables by applying independent-samples t-test and, finally, selected 14 variables which are proved to be the most influential in bond rating by applying stepwise statistical method. The selected variables are presented in Table II. In this study, 20% of the data for each class were used for validation and the remaining 80% of data were used for training. And, to overcome the scarcity of samples, we adopted 5-fold cross-validation.

To validate the superiority of our models’ performances with sophistication, we applied our proposed models (OMANN and OMSVM) as well as typical ANN and MSVM. As the typical MSVM, we selected DAGSVM algorithm since a prior study reported that it showed the best prediction accuracy among traditional MSVM algorithms [1].

In the case of MSVM models (OMSVM and DAGSVM), the linear kernel, the polynomial kernel and the Gaussian radial basis function are used as the kernel function of SVM. Tay and Cao [20] showed that the upper bound $C$ and the kernel parameter play an important role in the performance of SVMs. Improper selection of these two parameters can cause the overfitting or the underfitting problems.

Since there is few general guidance to determine the parameters of SVM, this study varies the parameters including upper bound $C$, $d$ of polynomial kernel function, and $\sigma^2$ of Gaussian RBF kernel function, to select optimal values for the best prediction performance. For the implementation of OMSVM and DAGSVM, we developed post-processing software that combines the results in predefined ways generated from multiple binary SVM classifiers. It was written in Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications for Excel 2003. And, as a library for binary SVM classification, we adopted LIBSVM 2.6 provided by Chang and Lin [21].

In the case of ANNs, we adopt standard three-layer back propagation networks and set the number of nodes in the hidden layer as 7, 14, 21 and 28. For the stopping criteria of ANNs, this study allows 50 learning epochs and set the learning rate to 0.1 and the momentum term to 0.1. The hidden nodes use the sigmoid transfer function and the output node uses the linear transfer function. This study allows 14 input nodes because 14 input variables are employed. We implement binary and multiclass ANN models using Neuroshell R4.0. OMANN, similar to OMSVM, is experimented using the post-processing software that combines the results in predefined ways generated from multiple binary ANN classifiers.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. OMSVM and Typical MSVM (DAGSVM)

Table III shows the hit ratios of the proposed model, OMSVM. As shown this table, One-Against-Followers + Forward approach showed the best performance (67.98%). For the same fusing method, the prediction accuracies of One-Against-Followers approach were always higher than ones of One-Against-TheNext (67.98%>67.36% for forward strategy, 67.60%>67.13%). And, for the same partitioning method, the forward fusing method always outperformed the reverse fusing method (67.36%>67.13% for One-Against-TheNext, 67.98%>67.60% for One-Against-Followers).

Table IV presents the experimental results of the comparative models. From this table, we can check that OMSVM outperformed conventional MSVM (i.e. DAGSVM). In particular, we are also able to find that OMSVM regardless of its types always showed better prediction performance than DAGSVM except for One-Against-TheNext+Backward type.

B. OMANN and Typical ANN

In Table V, the results of OMANN – ANN model that adopted OPP – are presented. OMANN produced the prediction accuracy ranging from 66.43% to 67.05%. When considering the prediction accuracy of conventional ANN for the validation
In this study, we proposed a novel multiclass classification models optimized for credit rating. Contrast to prior studies that just applied conventional ANNs or MSVs to credit ratings, we suggested a new multiclass classification models, called OMANN and OMSVM, which are designed to use order information when classifying ordinal multiclass problems. To validate the applicability of the proposed models, we applied them to real bond rating case. As a result, we found that OMSVM outperformed a typical MSV approach, and OMANN also outperformed a typical ANN. And among them, the performance of OMSVM was better than one of OMANN.

Although we applied our models to the domain of credit rating here, they can be applied to any kinds of ordinal multiclass classification problems. For example, in medical diagnostics, doctors may want to build prediction model that classifies patients by the level of severity of a disease. And, in business domain, some marketers may want to build classification model that classifies customers by the level of profitability in order to implement customer relationship management (CRM) strategy. Besides, there are many kinds of application areas, which require accurate ordinal multiclass classification model. Thus, we expect that our proposed models will be able to contribute to other domains or business problems in the future studies.
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